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The purpose of this capstone is to understand and explore the backend of website development. The 
backend of a website is what stores and delivers web content to the consumer. Aspects of a website’s back-
end can consist of a server, applications & API software, and databases. I’ll be focusing on the server and 
database side of it. Another goal of mine was to collect all the tools for website development in one 
environment. I chose Eclipse IDE for Java Developers as my environment for my database, server and 
frontend code. For my database development I’m using mySQL and PHP to tie my frontend in with it. I used 
Apache Tomcat server to simulate hosting the website. Finally, for any frontend code, used mostly to test 
the backend, I used html. For gathering all these elements into Eclipse, I used plugins and connectors. 
Eclipse has mySQL connectors, PHP plugins and is compatible with the apache server. By collecting all these 
elements into one IDE I can work on every aspect of my website without leaving Eclipse.
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Summary
I used a php file type to house all my front end code because php file types also support html. The front end 
code is html and inside that I use php code to reference the database. The example to the left calls the 
database I created and outputs all the fields. The database itself is coded in eclipse using mySQL, as shown 
above. The code propagates a table that I described. In this case I created a table to house different car 
information. In order for my php code to access the database I need to not only declare the database info 
(server name, user, password, and database name) in the main code but also in context.xml. Context.xml is a 
generated file in eclipse for use in web content. Inside we need to add the database recourse so the code 
can find it. Another file called web.xml is also required for web projects where I referenced the mysql JDBC 
connector. When the code is ran I can specify the apache tomcat server to run it on, this will output what 
the webpage would look like (along with any extra functionality) using my local host port 8081. Since I was 
focusing on the backend I just output a simple code that shows the contents of my database that I pulled 
from using php. I would like to expand on my project further by studying frontend development as well and 
creating a more complex and aesthetically pleasing site. I also want to host the website, the goal is to use my 
own router as the server and host it that way, but I could also use a provider like GoDaddy to host my 
website and database.
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